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About This Game

Plot

This game about the famous man Alexander Nevsky, who led the "absolute" his quiet life, but something happened to each
other that was not foreseen. The whole city is destroyed, everything is burning, panic and chaos. But it did not scare you,

because you are not playing for an ordinary person. Alexander is not ready to measure up and he must necessarily figure out
what happened and find out who did it all. Nevsky will destroy all who are involved in this. And maybe not ... it's up to you!

Gameplay

"Nevsky Run" is a adventure action with a bias on the plot.
In it you are expected:

Interesting battles

WALKING

possibility to apply the unique super blow of Nevsky and other hidden opportunities

Intraining battles with bosses
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Unique humor

Features

In pieces learn what he did and lived Nevsky.

Fight the evil and go this way with Nevsky

And Of Course Walk!
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Title: Nevsky Run
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie, Simulation, Early Access
Developer:
Original Gam
Publisher:
Original Gam
Release Date: 9 Oct, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7, 10 only 64 bit

Processor: 2 core level AMD Phenom II X2 555

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: 1.5 GB of the level of GTX 760 or analog from AMD

DirectX: Version 10

Storage: 6 GB available space

English,Russian
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I didn't like it. Everything about this game is at least slightly original, but not that great. The story and dialog are poetically
nonsensical.. beautiful game with 4 very differnet worlds to explore. full of fun and simple puzzles that slowly get trickier
towards the end. the story starts simple but by end gets very complex and surreal. the game has a great sense of humor and many
references to internet culture. downside is that there are many times in the game where its easy to get lost because the map
doesnt do a great job showing where things are. I also experienced a lot of bugs and poor optimization. there were times where i
couldnt figure if i was abusing a glitch or it was a feature. It seems like the devs are working hard to fix any game breaking or
majorly inconvenient glitches, so thats nice.
overall i would strongly recomend the game to anyone who likes vaporwave, memes, or internet culture. 8/10. Such a small
space but yet nice atmosphere. The sounds and looks good but the lack of something to do might be found as boring to some
people. I enjoyed listening to everything ABE had to say.

If you're ok with the fact that it's a short and immersive video clip in VR and NOT INTERACTIVE, you might enjoy it :). Very
fun and a real challenge or not but its a pretty good game. Tron meets Captain America. I just wish there was a global
leaderboard so I could see how I match up.... I'm reposting this review because for some reason my last review had the "received
for free" box checked. I didn't receive this for free, it was purchased full price.

I digress.

I'll keep this short. Very fun, feels old school, very funny and witty with an overall tone of comedic style that I enjoyed. The
artstyle is very wonderful - I even found myself admiring the dragon! Very well done.

I'm extremely curious as to why this game hasn't been blown away with reviews on youtube and whatnot and I think it deserves
its fifteen minutes of fame!. Totally wasted money for this game. The gameplay is similar like it was on commodore 64.

Cons:
- bad controls
- you can't change the controls
- it wasn't designed to PC - at least you can see everywhere "press the start button, press X, press A"
- there is no tutorial
- their homepage isn't available in English

Pros:
- minigames are a good idea, but I didn't find more

If you like old-style soccer games, then it would worth a buck, but no more.
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Now I don't have to get out of bed to choose a movie on netflix. I'm getting fatter. 10/10. As in the description The Elite Units
of the West DLC adds 14 new units to major eastern factions. A greater variety of available units is always welcome. If you like
one of these factions you'll love this add-on.. This started rather interestingly, but at the moment I'm really struggling with the
character motivations. My MC seems way too casual about people being literally torn apart and society collapsing. It goes for
other characters too, they refer to Zombies in such a way that they almost seem a minor inconvenience instead of the end of the
world.

I wanted to make choices that would reflect the grave situation my MC found himself in, but I was only able to show 'Concern'
instead of panic. It's especially difficult to justify when my character is just a teenager, but has the thought process and
emotions of someone much older.

I've encountered at least one moment where the game 'balance' and the story clash, with my MC being able to haul around a
huge amount of heavy equipment. He's got a damn portable generator, a tarp, and wood/metal equpment stuffed in his trousers.

Characters seem adamant on referring to it as a 'Virus' and not a pandemic.

Overall, I feel like I should play this game several times with different characters to offer the best review, but my current
experience has been pretty miserable, with the game not really acknowledging my view of how deadly serious things are.. This
pack is the\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665

Seriously, just look at those glorious song titles. Don't even finish reading this review, just go click Add to Cart.

My only complaint is that the bass isn't as challenging as the guitar - but you didn't buy this for the bass, now did you?

They picked the best version of A Tout Le Monde.. 3\/10
Didn't finish what I'm guessing waz the final level, gave it a good 8 or so tries.. switched sum thingz around, kause u kan freely
switch upgradez between defenses.. no dice, movin on..

I still recommend this game to tower defense fans kause it haz a fine feel and good look.. I like the difficulty, I waz never too
comfortable taking a bite of that pie ya know..

I didn't like the lack of information, especially coupled with the difficulty..

It's a simple Tower Defense that's really only recommendable to the type of Tower Defense fans that are only reading reviews to
make sure the game workz... it workz... it's pretty much the lowest possible recommend.. DEEP DISCOUNT, just wait..
PEACE=]. Wear headphones; turn off the lights. Enjoy 20 minutes of not having to understand what's going on, just doing,
playing. Reminded me of the XKCD interactives, especially Time: (nearly) monochromatic graphics and exploring on a line
without knowing what to expect. Not planning to replay, even though I seem to have missed the last achievement, but if
somehow something else from these developers came along, I'd take a look.. Fun quirky Arkanoid type game with comedy
horror theme.
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